
  

PETZL VERTEX HI-VIZ HELMET
https://www.securhit.com/en/casques-et-accessoires/487-541-casque-petzl-vertex-hi-
viz.html#/503-couleur_a010da-jaune Comfortable, high-visibility VERTEX HI-VIZ PETZL helmet with closed
outer shell. Ideal for protection against electrical hazards, molten metal splashes and flames.

   Description
Ensuring the safety of workers, day and night, is the objective of high-visibility PPE. PETZL's VERTEX HI-VIZ
helmet combines comfort, visibility and optimum protection. A must-have accessory for work at height or
on the ground, when visibility is limited.
Comfortable equipment
- Six-point textile headgear that follows the lines of the head perfectly
- CENTERFIT adjustment with two side adjustment knobs to center the helmet
- A FLIP&FIT system that immediately positions the headband in the lowered position (can be retracted
into the helmet for easier storage and transport)
- Standard interchangeable comfort foam supplied with helmet
Protection for different environments, at any time of day
- A DUAL chinstrap that can be adjusted according to the type of task: working at height (EN 12492) and
working on the ground (EN 397)
- A clip with two modes of use, depending on the work environment: high resistance (reduced risk of
helmet loss when working at height) or low resistance (limited risk of strangulation if the helmet is caught
when working on the ground).
- A rigid outer shell that can be deformed in the event of impact to better withstand shocks
- Enclosed equipment to protect users from electrical hazards, molten metal splashes and flames
- Fluorescent colors with phosphorescent clips and reflective strips for visibility in the dark
Accessories for enhanced safety
To make your PPE even more reliable, the helmet can be fitted with a range of accessories: protective
visor, PETZL headlamp, dirt guard, neck protector, badge holder, hearing protection.

Caractéristiques
- Weight : 495 g
- Materials : ABS (acrylonitrile butadiène styrène), polyamide, polycarbonate, polyester haute ténacité,
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polyéthylène
- Tour de tête : 53 - 63 cm
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